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MARGERY POST ABBOTT
Margery Post Abbott is a ‘released Friend’ writing
and traveling in the ministry with the support of
Multnomah Monthly Meeting in Portland, Oregon.
Her travels began in 1995 as Brinton Visitor to
Intermountain Yearly Meeting and speaker at the 1997 International
Quaker Consultation on Identity, Authority and Community in the
U.K. She has led retreats for European Friends who travel in the
ministry along with numerous other courses at Woodbrooke, the
Quaker study center in Birmingham, England. Over the years she
has spoken at Earlham School of Religion, Haverford College and
Guilford College as well as offering workshops and retreats across
the United States.
Marge carries a concern for Friends: What truth are we called to
speak out of our brokeness? What does holiness look like among
us? The Light visible through Friends is refracted in a prism which
extends around the world and across the divides that have torn
Quakers apart in the past two centuries. Both our conflicts and our
unity shape our message. Marge’s concern has been nourished by
women from churches and meetings in Oregon, and she helped
organize the first Pacific Northwest Quaker Women’s Theology
Conference, which brought together evangelical and liberal
Friends, in 1995. After participating in the 1991 World Conference
of Friends, she helped organize the 1992 Western Gathering of
Friends. She served as clerk of North Pacific Yearly Meeting between
1992 and 1994.				
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Her concern for making Friends’ voice heard more widely in the
world has taken her regularly to Washington, DC, where from
2005–2007, she served as presiding clerk of the Friends Committee
on National Legislation (FCNL). In Oregon, she served for a decade
on the governor’s Ocean Policy Advisory Council and currently is on
the Theology Committee for Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon. She
has co-led a series of Quaker workshops as part of an NIH grant on
Genetics, Ethics and Theology. She has also written on the Quaker
testimony of simplicity and its manifestation in the FCNL “green”
office building.
In her writings, Marge engages with Friends from all traditions,
from across the continents and throughout the centuries, in spiritual
reflection and consideration of the nature of Friends’ witness to the
world. Through her writings she hopes we can see ourselves more
honestly and be opened to unanticipated leadings.
See the back of the pamphlet for a list of books by Margery Post
Abbott.
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout our history, Friends have carried
“concerns” that lead us to act. Sometime these
concerns are for the Religious Society of Friends and
its health and vitality. All Friends carry concerns for
injustice that counters the world we seek. These concerns may grow
into leadings for people to take on direct service of the ministry
of feeding the poor, visiting those in prison, reducing violence or
creating a sustainable environment. For others, the concern leads
them to lobby public officials for changes in governmental policies
that perpetuate all forms of injustice—from the violation of human
rights, to war, to degradation of our earth, to the unbalanced
priorities of our federal budget.
The Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) is a Quaker
lobby in the public interest, governed by a General Committee of
200 Friends from yearly meetings and other Quaker organizations.
Every two years, the General Committee asks Quaker meetings and
churches throughout the United States to offer policy priorities that
are then distilled for lobbying action by the nationwide network
working with FCNL’s Washington-based lobbyists.
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In this pamphlet, Marge Abbott looks not only to Quaker history
for the genesis of Quakers’ call to lobbying for peace and justice
but to the biblical call in the words of Jesus in the Sermon on the
Mount and other teachings. Her careful consideration of the spiritual
and theological roots of Friends’ witness that is both prophetic and
pragmatic offers an explanation not only of how FCNL operates but
how Friends through many generations have carried their concerns
into the world.
Marge’s writing is sure to spur dialogue and deepen our listening and
action—as meeting and church communities and as individuals—as
we consider our theological and spiritual framework for carrying out
our own concerns.
Diane Randall, Executive Secretary
Friends Committee on National Legislation
October 2012
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A city built on a hill cannot be hid.
~ Matthew 5:14

Author’s Note
This pamphlet is one Friend’s attempt to articulate the reading of Scripture
that grounds Quaker work in Washington and in our various state capitals
around the nation. This is by no means a definitive statement, and, for

The link between faith and lobbying is not as obvious as some like
to think. After all, Jesus told us to “give therefore to the emperor
the things that are the emperor’s and to God the things that are
God’s.” This is one of many biblical admonitions to obey civil
authority. But it is also a response to a trick question—“Is it lawful to
pay taxes to the emperor or not?”—that supporters of King Herod
asked Jesus, hoping that his reply would be seditious enough to
land him in jail (see Matthew: 22.15–22). Jesus spoke in parables
about how few people recognize who Jesus is, that his authority
comes from God, and that the poor and rejected will be welcomed
into the Kingdom of God. After silencing these opponents and
astonishing the crowd with the wisdom of his teachings, Jesus
answered a lawyer who asked which commandment of the law was
the greatest: “‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your mind.’ This is the greatest
and first commandment. And the second is like it: ‘You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.’ On these two commandments hang all
the law and the prophets.”

those who would like to pursue this question in more depth, I point to the
writings of the Mennonite theologian John Howard Yoder or the Quaker
Lon Fendall. Several other resources are listed at the end of this pamphlet.
I also note that not all Quakers hold Christian scriptures as definitive, and
some would articulate the grounding of their work in other ways. My hope is
that this short essay will give readers a place to begin both reaching deeper
and exploring how integral faith is to the Quaker approach to influencing
government.
By Margery Post Abbott

All biblical quotations are new Revised Standard Version unless otherwise noted
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These three aspects of Jesus’ message, as encapsulated in Matthew
22, leavened early Quaker approaches to government and civil
authority and are still important for many Friends today. Civil
authority is to be obeyed; that’s an initial premise. But we are not
to be fools or pushed into betraying God’s way. Above all, love of
God, neighbor and ourselves is the essential motivation for our
interactions with one another, a motivation that welcomes in the
poor, the dispossessed and the despised. This pamphlet explores
dimensions of these New Testament dynamics as expressed by
Friends in the 17th century and considers how they illuminate our
actions today.1
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This brief discussion can give only a glimpse of the link between
Friends’ political stance and its roots in Jesus’ teaching. It offers
some background on the 17th-century Quaker relationship with
government, followed by sections on the biblical basis of their
approach and on the content of their arguments. The final section
relates how, in my view, the Friends Committee on National
Legislation carries on this tradition in the 21st century.

CONTEXT:
THE QUAKER HERITAGE
Quakers have worked to influence the government almost as
long as there have been Friends. Their earliest activism was
very much out of necessity. Friends were put in prison, their
goods were confiscated, and they were beaten and sometimes
executed because of their refusal to obey laws that violated their
consciences—laws that they believed were not of God. They were
also punished for objecting strenuously to misapplication of the
law.2 An integral, but at the time highly unusual, aspect of Quaker
interaction with government was an understanding that “dissent
thus should be a process of persuasion and convincement, not
coercion,” as the Quaker historian Jane Calvert describes it.3 Thus
Friends advocated change, not violent revolution.
But the line between religion and politics was thin at best in the
mid-17th century. The church and state were one, and the state
enforced the collection of tithes to support the clergy. Nonpayment
of tithes was at once a witness that Christ had come to teach his
people himself (thus clergy were not needed to mediate between
God and humanity); an assertion that tithing to the church was to be
freely given, not compelled (as shown in Genesis 14:18–20); and a
statement against a corrupt system.
Quakerism was born in a period of civil strife, during the
Protectorate formed by Oliver Cromwell after the defeat and
beheading of King Charles I. In the writings of one of the earliest
Quakers, Margaret Fell, we can see the desire to comply with
government as well as the limits set on loyalty and above all the
clarity that love is at the heart of Friends’ work. Fell consistently
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spoke up for Friends and traveled to London to carry her message in
person to the king and to Parliament. In 1660, after the restoration
of the monarchy, she delivered a message into the king’s hand titled,
“A Declaration and An Information from Us, the People Called
Quakers, to The Present Governors, The King and Both Houses of
Parliament, and All Whom It May Concern.” This declaration began
by noting the suffering that Quakers experienced as they were
imprisoned for worshiping outside the official church, refusing to
swear oaths, and taking similar actions which arose out of Jesus’
teachings and clear leadings of the Inward Light of Christ.
.............................................

Magistracy and Government we own in its Place, for while there is
Transgression there must be a Law... And true Government, according
to the Law of God, is serviceable in its place (Romans 7:14, Romans
4:15, Romans 8:1, Galatians 5:23, Romans 8:8). And all Magistrates
who fear God, and hate covetousness, and are guided by the Light
of God in the Conscience, and executes the Law in its place, without
partiality or respect of persons, and such are serviceable in their place,
and this we own, and honour, and are subject to for Conscience sake
(2 Samuel 23:3; Proverbs 28:15,16; Proverbs 25:28; Proverbs 29:10;
Isaiah 14:15; James 2:9).

Friends similarly declared their identity and their willingness to
comply with the law, but they were equally clear that it was unjust
to punish them for worshiping God in a way other than that defined
by the state. They had before them examples such as that of Paul,
who in Acts 16 was wrongly beaten and imprisoned by Macedonian
authorities. That night, when an earthquake damaged the prison, Paul
could have walked away free. Instead, he and Silas remained. That
morning the magistrates tried to release him secretly, but when he
asserted his rights as a Roman citizen, they made a public apology.
Fell articulated this dual responsibility: that of government not to
hinder worship or the honest conscience and that of the individual
to remain true to divine guidance:
This [their imprisonment was] done, not for the wronging of
any man, nor for the breach of any just law of the nation, nor
for evil-doing, nor desiring of any evil, or wishing any hurt to
any man, but for conscience’s sake towards God, because
we would not bow to their worship, and because we could
not maintain a ministry, which ministry we could not join with
nor own... We are a people that follow after those things that
make for peace, love and unity. It is our desire that others’
feet may walk in the same... [We] love and desire the good
of all. For no other cause but love to the souls of all people
have our sufferings been.4

~ George Fox, Some Principles of the Elect People of God
in Scorn Called Quakers (1671)
.............................................
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Despite (or perhaps because of) these assertions, the newly reestablished monarchy considered Quakers to be dangerous, as
evidenced in the 1661 legislation known as the “Quaker Act.” This
Act stated in its preamble: “The said persons, under a pretence
[sic] of religious worship, do often assemble themselves in great
numbers in several parts of this realm, to the great endangering of
the public peace and safety, and to the terror of the people.”5 As a
result, many Quakers were arrested for such “dangerous” activities
as gathering in worship outside the state-mandated church.

The understanding that obedience to the state was secondary to
obedience to God characterized early Friends. Friends took care
to their own honesty and integrity so that there were no legitimate
reasons for persecuting them except in the case of those laws that
Quakers actively sought to change or when laws were unjustly
applied. Their consistency in the face of unjust application of the
law, public declaration of their case and willingness to accept the
consequence of standing up to brutal actions of the government
meant that they were not easily controlled or intimidated. Yet over
the centuries, when they have petitioned governments in many
nations and spoken with kings, they have largely followed the advice
of Titus 3:2 to maintain a posture of respect even as they called
those who governed into conformity with the justice and mercy that
were so central to Jesus’ way of being and evident in God’s call to
the rulers of Israel.

George Fox refusing the Oath at Holker Hall (from the painting by J. Pettie)
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RESPECTING GOVERNMENT
AND RESPECTFULLY DISSENTING
Quakers live with paradox: They are law-abiding people, but they
wrote the book on civil disobedience. Both these statements have
been true since the 1650s. Margaret Fell put it this way:
We do therefore declare that our intentions and
endeavors are and shall be good, true, honest,
and peaceable towards them; that we do love,
own, and honor the king, and these present
governors, so far as they do rule for God, and
His truth, and do not impose anything upon
peoples’ consciences, but let the gospel have
its free passage through the consciences of men.6
In this short passage Fell articulates the paradox of Quaker response
to government. Civil law is essentially a good thing—although few
Friends today would agree that any government rules for God. Civil
law is the mechanism whereby people agree to live with one another
with respect, treat one another with justice and solve disputes
without resort to violence against one another. It is the means by
which the community sets bounds on behavior, apprehends those
who break those bounds and aspires to help them become part of
the community again.
But early Friends also knew from experience that the law is not
always just, nor is it applied equitably. Thus, when government
acted in ways that would cause Friends to violate the guidance
of the Light of Christ, they acted to change the law. And early
Friends also knew that, at times, part of the process of change is
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not obeying the law. In other words, civil law is less important than
holy obedience.7 Acts of civil disobedience are not taken lightly.
Echoes of the process used by 17th-century Friends can be seen in
the approach used by Martin Luther King, Jr. during the U.S. civil
rights movement. King articulated several steps central to any act
of civil disobedience. First is the “collection of facts to determine
whether injustices exist.” This is followed by “negotiation” with the
government to see if the law might be changed or its enforcement
made equitable. The third step is “self-purification,” that is,
worshipfully examining one’s own motives and seeing that one’s
own actions are not taken out of spite, greed or a desire for fame or
vengeance. Only then is “direct action” appropriate.8 Friends have
taken the stance that any lawbreaking must be done in response to
God’s call, openly, respectfully, and with a willingness to accept any
punishment due under the law even as they take action meant to
change that law.9
Early Friends lived in a society that accepted that the authority to
rule came from God and thus reminded the king of his responsibility
to set up institutions that “rule over people justly, ruling in the fear
of God.”10 Yet early Friends also saw leaders as more rightly being
servants of God as Solomon was, rather than arbitrary leaders in
their own right.
Engagement with government—both in support of government and
in opposition to unjust laws through lobbying and, at times, civil
disobedience—has always been part of Quaker practice. At the same
time, this engagement has had limits. For example, Friends could
not stand for seats in the British Parliament until the 19th century
because of their refusal to take oaths. Several notable Quakers have
served in Parliament since then. In addition, despite many Quakers’
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vigorous opposition to slavery, they were not in unity about working
with non-Friends for legislative change. The founding of the colony
of Pennsylvania in the late 17th century marks one early instance
of Friends’ participation in government. And since at least the time
of William Penn’s founding of Pennsylvania as a colony open to all,
Friends have advocated for separation of church and state.
Individual Quakers were among the signatories of the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution and other historical documents.
During the 19th century, Friends in the United States actively
lobbied against slavery, then for temperance, women’s rights,
penal reform, enforcement of treaties with Native Americans and
other issues. In the 20th century the work to gain recognition of
conscientious objection to war as well as attempts to prevent wars
drew many Friends into the legislative arena. The onset of World
War II crystallized the need for an ongoing presence on Capitol Hill,
and the Friends Committee on National Legislation was established
in 1943. Its work also encompassed issues from civil rights to welfare
reform to protection of the world’s oceans.
Today we live in a nation that accepts that the government’s
authority to rule comes from the people. The belief that government
should not interfere with an individual’s relationship with God is
enshrined in the Constitution.
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BE AS WISE AS SERPENTS AND
INNOCENT AS DOVES
Jesus told his followers that he was sending them out as sheep among
the wolves (Matthew 10:16) and gave them the paradoxical charge to
be “wise as serpents and innocent as doves.” This charge summarizes
more about Jesus’ approach than is obvious at first glance. Modern
scholarship opens up some of the complex challenges that defined
his relation to appointed and governmental authority. His life and
parables show us how to confront bad laws and lawbreaking in
creative ways that engage wrongdoers in their own behavior—rather
than punishment, a strong prick to the conscience might bring about
change.That this aspect of Jesus’ teachings was alive among early
Friends is evident in George Fox’s instruction to Friends to answer that
of God in your enemy—it will throw them into confusion.
Jesus’ exhortation to “turn the other cheek” and “go the extra mile”
in the Sermon on the Mount can be read as a passive acceptance of
injustice. However, Walter Wink’s research into the customs of the
time shows us that these actually are very creative actions designed
to change the “other.”11 By turning the other cheek, people of Jesus’
place and time asserted their own dignity, forcing the aggressor to
treat them as equals by punching rather than slapping them. Jesus
lived in a culture where strict rules mandated that a person could
only hit others with the right hand. Custom dictated that a person
could slap inferiors with the back of the hand but could only punch
their equals. Carrying a burden an extra mile when commanded to
do so by a soldier actually puts the soldier in jeopardy when the law
restricted this kind of enforced servitude to one mile. Thus, Jesus
teaches us in the Sermon on the Mount to know the legal system and
culture, as well as to be sensitive to injustice: solid principles to bring
to any interaction with the government.
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Jesus’ ride into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday shows the support for his
ministry among the people and the love they had for him. The Palm
Sunday story shows the humility of Jesus and tells us much about
the Kingdom of God: it will not come through violent revolution
or be adorned in the glorious regalia of empire. Instead, it arrives
with a man riding a donkey, the traditional mount of Jewish rulers
traveling in peace, and with a man willing to face death on the cross
rather than deny truth. This entrance is also a politically sophisticated
commentary on Roman rule. Jesus entered the east gate of Jerusalem
on the same day that the Roman governor entered through the
opposite gate on a warhorse in a massive military procession. As
I read this story, I see a creative response to the tension between
acceptance of governmental authority and the need to witness
against injustice and violence.
One further example of Jesus’ response to governmental authority
comes at the very end of his life, when he is faced with a death
sentence and stands first before Caiaphas, the high priest, and
then before Pontius Pilate, who represents the Roman occupation
authority. Matthew 26 tells us that the chief priests had to look for
people to bear false witness against Jesus, as he had done nothing
to merit the punishment they wanted to impose.
When accused, Jesus answers calmly and does not deny his
message or get angry. He does not try to bribe someone or call
on his supporters to take up arms. Steady reliance on truth and
the hope—the knowledge—that truth will win are both central
to his response. Fear is not. He is not intimidated. Again before
Pilate, he evidences this demeanor and reliance on truth and the
knowledge that his witness will hold no matter what the immediate
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outcome and consequences to his own life. In Mark 11, the chief
priests attempt to trick him with their questions, but Jesus puts their
question back to them and will not be trapped.
Jesus’ way of being and responding to authority can be alive within
each human heart and shape individual actions to make visible the
call to honesty and integrity in deeds as well as in the message being
brought. Lon Fendall, a modern Quaker who served as legislative
director to Senator Mark Hatfield, spoke of the interweaving of public
and private stances: “To use one’s influence to direct public resources
toward those individuals and communities with the greatest needs.”
And “To conduct one’s self publicly and privately in a way that honors
God and encourages citizens to live uprightly.”12
Believing that their lives reflected the growth of Christ within, early
Friends sought to be free of hypocrisy. Knowing the kingdom within,
they called for truth and justice in their government. If they were
two-faced, this will be discovered, their credibility destroyed, and
their witness defeated no matter the merits of their goals.
This is the context in which I see the emergence of the Friends
Committee on National Legislation and the particular practice of
our community to lobby our own government. Personal concerns
for individuals in our local communities, from engagement with war
veterans to efforts to limit climate change, are often the triggers that
engage Friends in efforts to change national legislation as the need
becomes obvious for wider action.
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LOBBYING FROM
A PLACE OF FAITH
The opening of this pamphlet highlights a teaching from Jesus:
while we are not to be taken for fools, we are called to be obedient.
Ironically, this obedience may lead us to take actions that seem
foolish to others. Quaker lobbying sometimes may appear like this.
Our stances may seem to others as if we are voices crying in the
wilderness, but often FCNL priorities and lobbying lay groundwork
for change. In choosing its legislative priorities and agenda, FCNL
relies on a process of worshipful seeking of divine guidance by
Friends around the nation and its governing body of Friends. Only
time reveals whether any given FCNL stance is a lone voice crying in
the wilderness or a step laying essential groundwork for change.

The Start of FCNL
In the 20th century, Friends began one of their most intensive and
coordinated lobbying efforts since the early days of persecution.
Once again Friends faced imprisonment, this time because
they took a stance of conscience against war. Once the right to
conscientious objection was established, Friends became deeply
involved in creating alternative service programs for those who
refused to fight. In the midst of war, in 1943, Quakers formed the
Friends Committee on National Legislation in response to “the
sweeping role which government is playing in shaping life, both
national and international.”13
The first FCNL Statement of Legislative Policy (1944) stated that “in
approaching the task [of lobbying] we should seek both prophetic
vision and practical wisdom.”14 Much of the organization’s early effort
went to the problems associated with the millions of people who were
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left starving or who became refugees following World War II. The
awareness that we are to love our neighbor as we are loved is clear
in the words of the first executive secretary of FCNL, E. Raymond
Wilson, who stated that “government should be challenged to view
humanity as one human family under God.” He went on to say:
In a world which worships military and political and economic
power, justice is often forgotten or overridden. During the
Second World War, children were being used as weapons
against Hitler through a hunger blockade, and Friends were
among those who spoke out strongly against such a policy. At
a time in history when so much blood and treasure is poured
out in war, there need to be insistent voices for peace. When
there is so much fear and suspicion and hatred, the Church
should be seeking paths of reconciliation, understanding,
cooperation, and forgiveness. At its best a religious lobby
can cultivate a kind of pastoral relationship with members of
Congress that includes warm friendship and encouragement
and loving criticism. It is hard to be both pastoral and
prophetic at the same time.

Senator Hubert Humphrey (left) talks with
FCNL Executive Secretary E. Raymond Wilson.
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There is nothing in the Gospels that promises the followers of
Christ either an easy or a comfortable time. John C. Bennett,
in writing about the prophetic ministry of the church, said:
‘The life of the Church must be lived in a constant tension
between this world and the coming age.’ I have frequently
said that it is the job of the churches to be from one to fifty
years ahead of the Congress in their aims and goals.15
In recent years, Friends frequently quote a passage from William
Penn, the Quaker founder of Pennsylvania and primary author of its
first constitution, which states:
True Godliness does not turn men out of the world, but
enables them to live better in it, and excites their endeavours
to mend it; not hide their candles under a bushel, but set it
upon a table in a candlestick... Christians should keep the
helm and guide the vessel to its port; not meanly steal out at
the stern of the world and leave those that are in it without
a pilot to be driven by the fury of evil times upon the rock or
sand of ruin.16
This sense of engagement with the world and desire to change
institutions, including policies of government, has become a high
priority and a source of tension for some Friends. The dynamic
tension between obedience to the nation and obedience to God
is sometimes seen as a matter of conflicting values. When does
criticism of an elected government become a betrayal of society’s
will? This is one of the modern questions that Friends answer in
different ways. To discern when criticism or refusal to obey the
elected government grows out of a true leading to follow the Inward
Light requires prayer and often the involvement of the community.
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From its beginning FCNL has focused on addressing the root causes
of war and moving closer to a vision of a world free of war, a stance
that often leads it to be critical of government actions. The degree
of vigor and particular wording of its opposition requires careful
reflection again and again.
If lobbying from a place of faith starts with the premise that civil
authority is established to serve the people, but also that we are not
to be naive or pushed into betraying God’s way, it must always keep
in the forefront the love of God, neighbor and ourselves. The poor,
the dispossessed and the despised are to be lifted up and treated
justly. Opposing violent solutions to the world’s problems; fostering
more equitable distribution of water, food, and medical aid; and
ending nuclear proliferation all follow from Jesus’ words.
These precepts ground the personal interactions that are the direct
face of lobbying as well as the broader policies that guide the
positions taken by Friends. Friends at FCNL are led to believe that
the Quaker activist is respectful of those who govern and engages
members of Congress as individuals who wish to govern well. FCNL
seeks to hear from members of Congress and to learn from them
as well as inform them of its position. It approaches the building of
relationships with elected officials with honesty and integrity, using
resources and materials that are solid and well-researched. FCNL’s
word is its greatest asset.
The work at FCNL affirms the right of each citizen to be heard. And
all FCNL policies on legislative issues and priorities are the result of
reaching out to Friends across the nation. Their input is the basis of
open meetings of the General Committee seeking the guidance of
the Spirit in this work.17
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Meeting with members of Congress to discuss the policies approved
by the General Committee and their impact on specific legislation is
at the heart of FCNL’s work. In addition, staff work to provide solid,
accurate, substantive information to people around the country that
will enable as many of them as possible to encourage Congress to
move federal government policies in the direction of the world we
seek. Without large amounts of money, blocs of votes or a partisan
political agenda, FCNL’s influence in Washington is established by
the integrity and truthfulness of its arguments and the strength of its
network around the country. Its staff act with the support of Friends
nationwide. Staff members regularly visit face to face with Friends
at meetings and churches across the country to hear concerns and
explain the dynamics of Congress and the current focus of FCNL.
This dynamic relationship between the staff working in Washington
and activists engaged in local communities keeps the organization
aware of what is important to Friends. It also provides the broader
FCNL community an influence in Washington disproportionate to
its small numbers, resulting from the letters, telephone calls and
other lobbying of Congress that can be generated when the need
arises. This network also provides FCNL with the experience from
which its priorities grow. Friends along the Mexican border raised
immigration issues in the FCNL community long before this became
big news. And individual Friends across the nation continue to
have a deep concern for ending the death penalty, although this
issue is now a priority for work at the state level rather than with
the federal government. Out of this process, the FCNL General
Committee seeks to discern a narrow set of priority issues on which
the organization can be effective in any given session of Congress.
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Quaker lobbying is a form of ministry to the nation. It is also a
service to individual members of Congress and their staff. By
treating elected officials with integrity, FCNL seeks to open
their hearts to other perspectives and encourage them to reach
beyond self-interest. At the same time, FCNL approaches these
conversations with a sense that it too may be changed and led to
new understanding of complex issues. Out of these conversations
and engagements, FCNL has sometimes identified resources, built
coalitions and discerned paths that members of Congress may
not have seen before, such as the peaceful prevention of deadly
conflict. But FCNL remains mindful that the challenges of time,
money and the almost constant electoral cycle, as well as simple
differences of opinion, sometimes lead public servants to oppose
legislation that FCNL supports and support legislation it opposes.
FCNL’s ability to speak truth to power and develop coalitions and
networks in communities across the United States can create change
in Washington.
Any religious lobby faces dilemmas, including budgeting time for
both short- and long-term strategies and determining the extent to
which it should compromise. Believing that “neutrality toward evil
is to encourage it,”18 FCNL aspires to speak clearly against torture,
killing, injustice and poverty, among many other issues. At the same
time, its lobbyists understand that they must work with legislators
and their staff to develop bills that move the country in the direction
of FCNL’s goals. Hard-line stances rarely accomplish this, particularly
when taken on behalf of people without financial and political
power. Compromise is part of effective work on the Hill, and FCNL
staff usually hear back very quickly if Friends feel a compromise has
violated principles.
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Lobbying from a place of faith is about remaining steady and not
being riled or thrown off track by the response of the government
official. It is not about twisting the facts or about elaborate
arguments. This work is the practice of presenting accurate research
as fully as possible to give the public as well as public officials
access to information not readily available to them otherwise. It is
not about promoting self-interest but about advancing government
policy to move toward a more powerful, just and whole world; in
other words to be more in line with what we understand of God’s
kingdom on Earth.
..........................................

A good end cannot sanctify evil means; nor
must we ever do evil, that good may come of it...
it is as great presumption to send our passions
upon God’s errands, as it is to palliate them
with God’s name... We are too ready to
retaliate, rather than forgive, or gain
by love and information. And yet
we could hurt no man that we
believe loves us. Let us then try
what Love will do: for if men did nonce
see we love them, we should soon find they
would not harm us. Force may subdue, but
Love gains: and he that forgives first, wins
the laurel.

GOVERNMENT AND
THE LAW OF LOVE
Addressing root causes of injustice are integral to any vision of
what a world at peace might look like. FCNL’s modern vision of the
Peaceable Kingdom, in use since 1977 as guidance for considering
Quaker stances on national legislation, reads as follows:
We seek a world free of war and the threat of war
We seek a society with equity and justice for all
We seek a community where every person’s potential
may be fulfilled
We seek an earth restored19
In these lines FCNL states concisely how the Friends engaged with
FCNL, not all of whom are Christians, understand Jesus’ message
in a way applicable to the governance of our nation. Faithfulness
to God’s will, including love of God, neighbor and ourselves, is
the essential motivation for Friends’ work, including lobbying in
our nation’s capital. FCNL is led to advocate for ways to love our
enemies as well as to act in ways that welcome in the poor, the
dispossessed and the despised and that restore the earth. These
goals are inseparable and complement other actions of Friends
who “offer the crust of bread and the cup of cool water to those in
need.”20 FCNL’s work is consciously not partisan and seeks to make
our nation a place where justice restores people’s right relations with
one another, where problems are solved without violence, where
children are not left to starve and where we are good stewards of
the earth.

~ William Penn, 1693
........................................
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FCNL’s work is only one aspect of Friends’ witness.21 Friends seek
to establish a way of being in the world that grows out of and
embodies prayer, worshipful listening for the whisper of divine
guidance and seasoning in the community of faith. Thus Friends
are concerned to minister directly to people in pain and to act to
transform the policies that generate harm.22

Interweaving Peace and Justice
In one of George Fox’s early statements of his work in 1649, he
was “sorely exercised in going to their [the King’s] courts to cry for
justice” and went to the markets to “declare against their deceitful
merchandise and cheating... warning all to deal justly, to speak the
truth.”23 This passion for justice arose two years before Fox famously
said, “But I told them I was come into the covenant of peace which
was before wars and strife were.”24 Fox’s knowledge of both the Old
Testament call to act justly and the Peaceable Kingdom promised by
Jesus to all who would honestly seek it have informed my views today.
I see echoes of this view in the statement that peace is not possible
without justice and without care for the world in which we live.
While FCNL is best known for its work to prevent or stop wars, the
necessary interweaving of justice and peace is evident in its policy
and priorities statements. The lawn signs and bumper stickers
proclaiming “War Is Not the Answer” lead people to reflect on and
act in ways that remove the causes of war. As the 2003 Statement
of Legislative Policy says, “We attempt to focus on root causes of
injustice and their long-term consequences, knowing that many
issues are inextricably linked with one another.”
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While working against specific wars, Friends also place a high
priority on creating a framework for peaceful prevention of deadly
conflicts before they escalate into war. Friends raise up questions
of justice in the federal budgeting process as well. As Ed Snyder,
long-time executive secretary of FCNL, said, “Love, compassion and
justice must be part of any equation which policy makers consider
when making decisions. They must also factor in the interests of
the unrepresented, at home and abroad, and be responsible to
future generations as well as those now living.”25 Snyder saw several
continuing themes in FCNL’s work, “peace through opposition to
militarism... peace through nonintervention... peace through better
understanding; breaking down the barriers between ‘enemies’...
peace through world disarmament... [and] peace through narrowing
the gap between the haves and the have nots.”26

Change: Not Solely Legislative
FCNL specifically recognizes that change is needed which “may
entail personal and material costs which we are prepared to share...
Underlying all the legislative recommendations in this statement are
spiritual convictions that ultimately cannot be legislated.”27 A central
underlying assumption of FCNL’s work is thus that fundamental change
in government cannot occur if we and others in the United States are
not willing to accept responsibility to reorient our own behavior.
Government works best with the consent and cooperation of the
people. Government is a facilitator that allows individuals to live
together with respect, treat each other with justice and resolve
disputes without recourse to violence. In pursuing paths toward the
world we seek, we must remain aware that, if our actions have not
been reshaped in response to the guidance of the Holy Spirit, how
can we expect others to act as we advocate?
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Connecting My Practice as an Individual to
My Practice in the Community
My practice as an individual is grounded in my faith and leads me to
act as part of the FCNL community. As an individual, it is difficult to
advocate convincingly against violence in a violent society without
first examining one’s own life. The strength of the community is both
informed and enhanced by individual commitment.
In addressing global warming and society’s dangerous dependence
on petroleum, the government can do a great deal. For example,
through government regulation and incentives, California has
kept per capita electricity consumption at about 60 percent of the
national average and carbon dioxide emissions at approximately
50 percent.28 But such regulation is not enough. Individuals must
decide to act, to think about tomorrow and about 10 years from
tomorrow. Friends once testified to the inequities of the social class
system by wearing plain dress and refusing to give hat honor. These
were creative actions consistent with Jesus’ parables and actions.
Similarly, FCNL’s witness in Washington today is magnified and given
added credibility to the degree the lives of individual Quakers and
Friends meetings and churches reflect the principles espoused in
their legislative agenda.
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.............................................

They were changed men themselves before they
went about to change others. Their hearts were
rent as well as their garments, and they knew the
power and the work of God upon them. . . . and as
they freely received what they had to say from the
Lord, so they freely administered it to others.
~ William Penn, Preface to the
Journal of George Fox (1694)
.............................................

William Penn

Just War/Never War and Other Dilemmas
The “law of love” in Jesus’ words includes loving one’s enemies as
well as one’s friends. To live that way as an individual is difficult and,
at times, dangerous. To live that way as a community is complex
and raises hard questions: Can I protect myself from being seriously
harmed or killed? Can I protect a small child? What is the role of
the police? What is the proper response of nations that perceive a
threat? What if they are attacked? Does the international community
have a responsibility to stop genocide? Should abortion be legal?
A community that seeks to live close to the kingdom of God must
ask itself what it means to say “Blessed are you who are poor” and
“Woe to you who are rich” (Luke 6:20, 24) and ask itself what a
society shaped by these statements might look like. Yet Christians
interpret these and other statements by Jesus in a variety of ways.
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One example is in the reading of Jesus’ initial description of
his ministry: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has
anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to
proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind,
to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s
favor” (Luke 4:18,19).
Some people read this statement as being about individual salvation
and freedom from the imprisonment of sin and thus a call to go forth
and bring people into acceptance of Jesus as their savior. Others
think Jesus is calling on us to end poverty and aid the oppressed,
no matter who they are. Is the “good news” about an inward and
personal process? Does it point to an upheaval of society and a
redistribution of wealth and power?
In my view, Friends understand Jesus’ work to embrace both at
once. Early Friends had no doubt about the inner work of Christ’s
Light. They experienced liberating personal transformations, and
they preached freedom from sin. At the same time, they witnessed
against the accumulation of wealth and power that oppressed their
nation and drew people away from doing God’s will.
In some ways Friends are biblical literalists. Most famously, they took
the charge to “swear not at all” quite literally despite being fined or
thrown in prison as a consequence. To do otherwise was to violate
God’s law. Similarly, many Friends take literally the injunction against
killing and will not do violence to another person no matter what the
provocation or the immediate consequences.
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Yet these different interpretations or emphases among Friends
have resulted in challenges for FCNL as an organization that
seeks to work among all manner of Friends. The FCNL Statement
of Legislative Policy, which guides all the organization’s actions,
recognizes where Friends have significant disagreements and
therefore where integrity and respect for the different leadings of
Friends demands that FCNL continue to seek for truth.
CHALLENGE: In situations of genocide or intense conflict,
how should Friends respond to the use of United Nations or
other multilateral forces to impose order or settlement?
CHALLENGE: Members of the Society of Friends are not in
unity on abortion issues. Therefore, FCNL takes no position
and does not act for or against abortion legislation. On
occasion, FCNL may appeal to lawmakers not to use the
abortion debate to paralyze action on other legislation.29
Individual Friends, meetings and churches will be led to act on these
issues, but the Friends community that governs FCNL does not have
sufficient unity to engage Congress on them.
Just as the FCNL community is clear that it does not speak for all
Friends, it recognizes that Friends have variations in their views on
many FCNL priorities. The weight of FCNL’s words is proportional
to the integrity of the people who compose it—in the wide array of
educational materials the organization disburses, on its website and
in the messages it sends directly to Congress.
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BEING NOTICED
The down will be up.
You are supposed to be effective.
You are supposed to be noticed.
Don’t do it to be noticed.
Perfection = inside and out the same
Trust — it is the anxiety killer.
Pray — simply and often
Act on what you know.
Don’t judge — It makes you look stupid and hypocritical.
Love without limits.
Make peace.

The Sermon on the Mount, as summarized by a modern Friend,
articulates one foundation for Quaker lobbyists. Jesus never
separated his outward stance from his inward, spiritual well-being.
Prayer and preparation of the individual heart are prerequisites of
work for peace and for transforming society to bring it closer to a
vision of the peaceable kingdom. And personal transformation leads
one into the world, doing work that will raise up the poor and the
meek, work that will be noticed.
This tension between the call to a prophetic voice and the desire to
be effective is constantly present, never easy, at FCNL. The varied
ways in which Friends understand and express their faith sometimes
carry into the legislative realm. Such disagreements must be
articulated with integrity, the energy turned toward seeking further
guidance so that FCNL can speak with clarity and unity on federal
legislation.

Give without limits.
Tell the truth — all the time.
This is simple but not easy.
You may have to do it alone.
It is the foundation that will not fail.

~ Peggy Senger Parsons, handout for Quaker Heritage Day

FCNL’s General Committee seeks an FCNL that can be a voice
for many Friends, and the organization has a long history both of
holding forth the vision of a world without war and of finding steps
toward this goal. As it works to fulfill this vision and a vision of a
nation where the ethics Jesus espoused take priority, FCNL relies on
the power of God’s love in its witness against the forces of excessive
wealth, nationalism and fear.

presentation, Berkeley Friends Church, March 2006
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STUDY GUIDE
A QUAKER LOBBY IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Suggested Reading: Edward F. Snyder, On the Occasion of 35 Years
as a Quaker Lobbyist in Washington.
Questions for Reflection:
How does the call to act “for conscience sake towards God” (in the
words of Margaret Fell) affect how you see our government and your
responsibility as a citizen?
How might you approach a legislator who has taken a stance you
strongly disagree with or find unconscionable? Have you ever
experienced being “wise as serpents, innocent as doves”? What was
that like?
In what ways do you see lobbying as part of your faith? How do you
define “public interest”? Why?

WE SEEK A WORLD FREE OF WAR
AND THE THREAT OF WAR
Suggested Reading: Lisa Cahill, Love Your Enemies: Discipleship
Pacifism, and Just War Theory, esp. 166–77.

Questions for Reflection:
There is much fear in the world today and concern to defend our lives
and our freedom. What does Jesus teach us about right action in the
face of terror?
What is our responsibility as people in the United States to protect
individuals and groups threatened by genocide?

WE SEEK A SOCIETY WITH EQUITY AND
JUSTICE FOR ALL
Suggested Reading: Lon Fendall, Citizenship: A Christian Calling,
esp. 53–71.
Questions for Reflection:
In the face of terrorist threats, what right does the government have
to hold and question people indefinitely without charge, access
to courts or other protections of the law? Is it ever acceptable to
torture prisoners? How do you define “torture”?
Many people of color still feel marginalized in our nation, and few
Quaker meetings or churches reflect the racial and cultural diversity
of our communities. What role should Quakers, as a heavily middleclass group, be taking to speak for justice in our legal system?
How should we respond to the many immigrants—some of whom
are here illegally—in our communities and across our nation? What
message might we give our legislators?
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WE SEEK A COMMUNITY WHERE EVERY PERSON’S
POTENTIAL MAY BE FULFILLED
Suggested Reading: David Morse, Testimony: John Woolman on
Today’s Economy, or Tricia Gates Brown, Free People: A Christian
Response to Global Economics, 175–205.
Questions for Reflection:
Seventeenth-century Friends were central in changing the economic
system of their day by establishing a fair, fixed price for the goods
they sold. What might Friends witness for justice, equity and truth
be in the modern global economy? What role should the United
States play in setting world economic policies?
“Right sharing of the world’s resources” is a way of living advocated
by many Friends, yet we live in a nation with disproportionate
wealth. What is the role of the U.S. government in reducing this
disparity?
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WE SEEK AN EARTH RESTORED
Suggested Reading: Sojourners, Holy Ground: A Resource on Faith
and the Environment.
Questions for Reflection:
What does the vision of an “earth restored” evoke in you? What
does this say about our role, as individuals and as a nation, as
stewards of creation?
What role do you see government playing in seeking to limit or
reverse global warming?
How is your personal life a witness to the kingdom of God on earth?
How does this inform what you say to Congress?
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USE FCNL’S INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

YOU CAN ADD YOUR SUPPORT

Visit FCNL’s website: Go to fcnl.org for current information and
analysis about legislative issues, what’s happening in Congress, the
status of bills, tips on how to effectively engage your members of
Congress and much more.

FCNL’s many educational resources are made possible through the
generous contributions of individuals, foundations, and groups from
around the country. Donations to FCNL [a 501(c)(4) organization]
are not tax-deductible and go toward public interest lobbying.
Gifts to the FCNL Education Fund [a 501(c)(3) organization] are taxdeductible and support non-partisan research and education.

Read our Washington Newsletter: the bi-monthly report provides
news and analysis for a selection of FCNL’s priority issues such as
peace, disarmament, international cooperation and social and
economic justice. All current donors receive the newsletter, as do
others who request it.
Get email updates: Receive weekly or twice weekly updates from
Washington that include suggestions about when your advocacy
can matter the most. Get updates on current congressional action
or sign up for information about specific issues that are of most
concern to you and your community: fcnl.org/subscribe.

Mail your checks to
FCNL
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
Donate securely online at fcnl.org/give.

Follow us:
facebook.com/quakerlobby
twitter.com/fcnl

Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second St., NE • Washington, DC 20002 • 800-630-1330
fcnlinfo@fcnl.org • www.fcnl.org
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The Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) fields the
largest team of registered peace lobbyists in Washington, DC.
Founded in 1943 by members of the Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers), FCNL staff and volunteers work with a nationwide network
of tens of thousands of people from many different races, religions
and cultures to advocate social and economic justice, peace, care for
the earth and good government. FCNL is nonpartisan.
FCNL is also the oldest registered ecumenical lobby in Washington,
DC. The organization’s legislative priorities and policies are set by
a General Committee made up of some 220 Quakers from around
the country. FCNL’s multi-issue advocacy connects historic Quaker
testimonies on peace, equality, simplicity and truth with peace and
social justice issues which the United States government is or should
be addressing.
The FCNL community takes the long-term view of the world it seeks
and the specific policies and legislative priorities it advocates. In its
day-to-day lobbying work, FCNL identifies specific, practical steps
individuals can take to persuade the federal government to advance
the country toward the longer-term vision of the world we seek.
FCNL is a nonpartisan 501(c)(4) public interest lobby. It is neither
a political action committee (PAC) nor a special interest lobby.
The FCNL Education Fund is a parallel 501(c)(3) organization that
supports the research, analysis and education for which FCNL is
known and respected.
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